
 

 

  
 
 
 

NedCard’s eSIM personalization offer brings  
long-awaited support for eSIM  

M2M market growth 
 
 
NedCard, an independent specialist in semiconductor packaging for smart cards and M2M, 
introduces its eSIM M2M personalization offer that brings ultimate flexibility and security 
to answer eSIM personalization needs for M2M.  
 
WIJCHEN, NETHERLANDS, February 4, 2019 – The M2M market is experiencing a fast transformation 
that requires the whole supply chain to adapt to these new requirements. Until now, legacy players 
in the M2M supply chain have not been efficient in delivering the services needed by parties like 
M2M developers, hardware manufacturers, OS developers, OEM’s. They ask their semiconductor 
vendors, packaging companies and personalization service operators to be able to bring industrial 
and flexible solutions in order to be able to evolve along changing market demands. 
 
NedCard’s expertise focuses on packaging, personalization and security, all the required skills to 
bring a flexible offer to the booming eSIM M2M market.  
 
Answering these market requirements, NedCard is complementing its manufacturing offer with 
personalization for the eSIM M2M market. The eSIM brings the appropriate level of security required 
for industrial M2M applications. As the M2M market is evolving fast and adapting to specification 
and customer demand changes, M2M parties need an eSIM M2M personalization offer that is, at the 
same time, industrial, secure and flexible. NedCard, as a recognized player with a long-standing 
history in smart card module manufacturing and personalization, is in the best position to satisfy 
these requirements. Supplying high-end secure smart card modules, NedCard has certified secure 
facilities that fulfill all customer demands for SIMs, banking cards and ID documents. Thanks to its 
responsiveness and independence, NedCard is focused on bringing the highest level of flexibility for 
all sizes of orders for eSIM personalization. 
 
NedCard’s new personalization service is opening in the Netherlands and is set up to provide 
maximum flexibility to systems integrators as it can process small and large personalization orders 
while being instantly reactive to specification evolutions. NedCard personalization service is able to 
manage all types of JEDEC-compliant packaging, regardless whether systems integrators choose 
MFF2 or other packaging standards. 
 
Jack Gijrath, NedCard Executive Chairman, declares: “it is time for the eSIM M2M industry to end 
having to cope with quick-fix, unreliable and rigid offers! NedCard builds upon its longstanding 
history in module packaging to deliver a long-awaited offer for independent, industrial, secure and 
flexible eSIM packaging and personalization solution that comes in due time to support the M2M fast 	
take-off and volume growth for multiple applications.” 
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Related to this new activity Eric de Bruijn, NedCard Chief Sales Officer, will deliver 
a speech titled “Optimizing the eSIM/M2M hardware supply chain: Independent, 
Flexible and Secure Perso centers” during the 3rd World eSIM Summit that will take 
place in Brussels, Belgium, on February 7-8, 2019.  
 

 

About NedCard 
NedCard develops semiconductor package solutions and offers related assembly, test and (pre) perso 
services for various devices used in smart card, RFID, IoT and other enabling technologies (e.g. 
security access cards, credit cards, SIM cards, biometrics, inventory management). NedCard is 
specialized in tailored package solutions. As a proven supplier of smart card solutions NedCard is 
expanding its portfolio into RFID technology and eSIM M2M personalization services to meet the 
needs of the future. 
NedCard has its main office in Wijchen, the Netherlands. With three sales offices seated in Wijchen, 
Shanghai and Singapore NedCard operates across the globe. The two production locations NedCard 
B.V., Wijchen, the Netherlands and NedCard (Shanghai) Microelectronics Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China 
are ISO9001, ISO14001 and Common Criteria EAL6 security certified. For more information, visit 
www.nedcard.com 
 
Contact 
Send an email to solutions@nedcard.nl or contact: 
- Maarten Dolf Desertine, Manager New Business Development NedCard, phone +31 622 423 899, 

email m.desertine@nedcard.nl 
- Eric de Bruijn, CSO NedCard, phone +65 9232 9353, email e.debruijn@nedcard.nl 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  


